
The world’s most versatile camera goes to 11. Get incredible highlight videos sent to 
your phone automatically with the HERO11 Black. Its new, larger image sensor captures 
more of the scene with higher image quality, letting you instantly share vertical shots to 
social media. HyperSmooth 5.0 features AutoBoost and Horizon Lock built-in, ensuring 
your smoothest, most stunning shots yet. New Night Effects let you get creative after 
dark, and 10-bit color brings all your videos to life. All this and more make HERO11 
Black the most powerful GoPro yet.
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Camera Kits
Capture every moment with camera technologies from CP Communications.

CP Communications has the camera systems you need 
to outfit your entire production and make sure you have 
everything you need to capture all the action.

CP COMMUNICATIONS 
CAMERAS BENEFITS

• Unmatched service 
and support

• Cutting-edge technologies

• Expert setup and 
troubleshooting guidance

FEATURED CAMERA KITS

• GoPro 
HERO11 Black

• Sony PXW-Z280

• Sony 400 
with Sachtler ACE Tripod

• Sony A1 
with Ronin AS2 Kit

• Sony A1 
with Ronin AS3 RF Kit

GoPro HERO11 Black Kit

HERO11



Sony
PXW-Z280
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Sony PXW-Z280
Sony's PXW-Z280 4K 3-CMOS 1/2" Sensor XDCAM Camcorder continues the fine tradition of the XDCAM series of cameras. 
It captures 4K at up to 60p relying on three 1/2" Exmor R sensors that provide improved low-light capability when compared to 
standard sensors. The camera integrates a 17x optical zoom lens and an electronic variable ND filter. The camera supports modern 
codecs such as XAVC, as well as legacy codecs such as MPEG HD and DVCAM, allowing you to use one camera to shoot 4K, HD, 
or SD video.

The camera supports S-Log 3 for improved performance, 
and HLG (Hybrid Log Gamma) which allows you to shoot 
and deliver footage compatible with both HDR (high 
dynamic range) and SDR (standard dynamic range) without 
needing laborious post-production work. You can record in 
both 4K and HD simultaneously, or output 4K 60p via the 
built-in 12G-SDI output. The camera features built-in 2.4 
and 5 GHz Wi-Fi.



Sony
400
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The Canon KJ20x8.2B 
Portable 20x HD Lens with 
2x Zoom Extender features 
a B4 mount for use with 
2/3" format camcorders 
and offers a focal length 
range of 8.2-164mm. With 
a built-in 2x extender, 
you can enhance its focal 
length to 16.4-328mm.

Sony 400  
with Sachtler Ace 75/2 D Tripod
The PXW-X400 is an advanced 
shoulder camcorder that records a 
variety of professional broadcast-
quality formats, including XAVC-L 
at 50p and 59.94p. The camcorder 
offers exceptional weight balance 
and low power consumption 
alongside excellent networking 
features and high picture 
quality. The reengineered design 
dramatically reduces the load on 
the operator's right arm. It supports 
Sony viewfinders including the 
QHD LCD CBK-VF02, as well as 
the Full HD OLED HDVF-EL30 
and HDVF-EL20, both of which 
are available as an option. The 
camcorder also offers improved 
network connectivity, with built-in 
wireless module, embedded RJ-45 
Ethernet 100B-T connector and 
Near Field Communication (NFC) 
function for easy Wi-Fi setup and 
operation via a mobile or tablet with 
Sony's Content Browser Mobile™ 
application. SD or HD-SDI (up to 
1.5 G) input supports pool feed 
recording.

The Sachtler Ace 75/2 D aluminum legs 
can support up to 77 pounds, which 
easily handles the weight of the head, 
your camera, and accessories. Each leg 
is individually adjustable, providing a 
stable platform, even when working on 
uneven terrain. The included mid-level 
spreader is also well suited to working 
on uneven terrain. Included rubber 
feet slip onto the dual-spiked feet for 
working on hard or delicate surfaces.Sachtler 

Ace 75/2 D
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Sony Alpha1 (A1) 
with Ronin RS2 Kit

A flagship in the truest sense, the Sony A1 is the one camera 
designed to do it all. Built without compromise, this full-frame 
mirrorless offers high-resolution for stills shooting, impressive 8K 
video recording, speed and sensitivity, and connectivity for the 
most demanding professional workflows.

Sony A1

DJI RS 2 isn’t just a gimbal — it is an 
unparalleled solution for dynamic 
cinematography. Every design element 
and feature is made to deliver industry-
leading camera stabilization. The Ronin 
RS2 is designed with a play load of up to 
10lb, light monocoque carbon fiber axis 
arms, shorter grip and smaller battery 
cartridge yet still not compromising on 
runtime. Combined with the Sony A1 
Camera, DJI RS2 kit is crafted for you to 
master flawless filmmaking.
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Sony A1
with Ronin RS3 RF Kit

DJI Transmission evolves from the 
established DJI aerial video transmission 
technology, delivering an integrated 
solution that combines a video receiver, 
monitor, controller, and recorder. It is 
designed for native integration with 
Ronin-series products and DJI Master 
Wheels, transforming the industry with a 
groundbreaking transmission experience 
that provides vision beyond boundaries.

Front Back

Expanding on the powerful features of the Ronin series, DJI RS 3 Pro is 
an advanced, comprehensive camera expansion platform that empowers 
videographers and provides coordinated shooting solutions for professional 
crews. With DJI RS 3 Pro, DJI Transmission, and the Sony A1 camera, nothing is 
out of reach.

To learn more about available cameras and packages from CP Communications,

please contact us at: 1-800-762-4254 or: sales@cpcomms.com
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